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Abstract

Social biases present in data are often di-
rectly reflected in the predictions of mod-
els trained on that data. We analyze gender
bias in dialogue data, and examine how this
bias is not only replicated, but is also am-
plified in subsequent generative chit-chat di-
alogue models. We measure gender bias in
six existing dialogue datasets before select-
ing the most biased one, the multi-player text-
based fantasy adventure dataset LIGHT (Ur-
banek et al., 2019), as a testbed for bias mit-
igation techniques. We consider three tech-
niques to mitigate gender bias: counterfactual
data augmentation, targeted data collection,
and bias controlled training. We show that our
proposed techniques mitigate gender bias by
balancing the genderedness of generated dia-
logue utterances, and find that they are partic-
ularly effective in combination. We evaluate
model performance with a variety of quantita-
tive methods—including the quantity of gen-
dered words, a dialogue safety classifier, and
human assessments—all of which show that
our models generate less gendered, but equally
engaging chit-chat responses.

1 Introduction

Machine learning algorithms learn to model pat-
terns present in training datasets. In particu-
lar, they make predictions that directly reflect the
harmful societal biases present in training datasets,
such as racial bias in sports reports (Merullo et al.,
2019) and political bias in news data (Fan et al.,
2019). Such biases are rife in NLP, for exam-
ple, in learned word embeddings (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Brunet et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019), vi-
sual semantic role labeling (Zhao et al., 2017),
natural language inference (He et al., 2019), abu-
sive language classification (Park et al., 2018), and
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Gendered word counts in dialogue datasets

Dataset % gend. words % male bias

LIGHT 0.94 73.4
Reddit 1.32 69.76
Wizard of Wikipedia 0.076 65.9
Daily Dialog 1.02 59.04
Empathetic Dialogues 2.07 53.45
ConvAI2 1.28 50.05

Table 1: Counts of gendered words in several di-
alogue datasets. We report the percent of gendered
words (% gend. words) as well as the percentage of
male-gendered words out of all gendered words (%
male bias). Datasets are arranged in descending order
with respect to % male bias. LIGHT has the most %
male bias; thus we chose it as our main testbed.

coreference resolution (Zhao et al., 2018a). Al-
though research into bias in NLP writ large is ma-
turing, bias in dialogue utterances has received
somewhat less attention (Liu et al., 2019; Sheng
et al., 2019; Henderson et al., 2018). As real-
world use-cases for dialogue agents, such as in-
teractive assistants, are rapidly developing, bias in
dialogue models has the very real potential to in-
vade downstream systems and exacerbate existing
social biases. Thus, dialogue debiasing is becom-
ing an increasingly important problem in NLP. In
this work, we foreground dataset bias as a crucial
cause of gender bias in dialogue models, and ex-
plore ways to address it.

Gender bias has been found in many machine
learning datasets, in both images and text (Stock
and Cissé, 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). Here, we an-
alyze several existing dialogue datasets for gen-
der bias (see Table 1, and §3 for more discussion)
for the purpose of finding a good testbed for a
deeper dive. Our analysis revealed that the dataset
from the LIGHT text adventure world (Urbanek
et al., 2019) was the most biased in our sample.
LIGHT is also an interesting dataset for measur-
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Persona Example (Original LIGHT Dataset)

daughter: I spend most of my time doing household chores. I want to find meaning in life. I am energetic and happy.

chief wife: I am the king’s chief wife. Of all the women that he has married, or who are his concubines, I am the
principal one. I represent the kingdom of my father, who is the king’s biggest ally. My sons are the ones
who will most likely become the king after the death of my husband.

women: I live with my husband and 4 children in the village. I spend my days washing clothing and cleaning our
home. My husband works for the royal army defending out town.

farmer Bob’s wife: I am farmer Bob’s wife. I like to take care of all our animals. I help Farmer Bob everyday on the farm.

mother: I am a mother of eight children. I live with my family in a cottage in the countryside. I spend every day
tending to the needs of all of my little ones which can be overwhelming, but I always manage to maintain
a pleasing disposition and a happy smile.

wife: I am the wife of a farmer. While I may not be the most attractive woman ever, I am loyal and loving. My
husband is a good man, but only seems to stay with me out of duty.

Table 2: Examples of gender biased personas in LIGHT. In a review that we conducted in this work (section 3),
none of these characters were flagged as sexist or offensive. For male examples, see Appendix Table 11.

Dialogue Example (Original LIGHT Dataset)

wife: I was married off by my family about five years ago.
I spend my days cooking and cleaning so my husband will
have something to eat when he returns from his work and
can enjoy a clean home. I love my husband dearly because
he works very hard to provide for us.

merchant: What a great day for more money.
wife: Oh my. That is some thick dust!
merchant: Indeed, it is very old.
wife: This room is going to take a while to clean. You

might want to come back later.
merchant: It is fine I can set my booth up here.
wife: With all the foot traffic?
merchant: Yes it should be ok.
wife: It doesn’t appear that anyone ever comes up

here!
merchant: Well they will when they know I am here.
wife: I have my doubts but I’ll just go about my clean-

ing.
merchant: Yea sounds like a good idea.
wife: What is that supposed to mean?
merchant: I am saying we should both do our jobs.
wife: Don’t take that tone with me!

Table 3: A crowdsourced persona and dialogue from
the original LIGHT dataset.

ing and mitigating gender bias for three additional
reasons: first, it has multiple potential sources of
bias—not just dialogues, but also characters and
personas—second, it was crowdsourced, and thus
susceptible to reflecting the gender biases known
to be present in crowdworkers’ annotations (Otter-
bacher et al., 2018; Barbosa and Chen, 2019), and
third, LIGHT’s medieval, fantasy setting might en-
courage crowdworkers to impart text with their
gender biases.

After selecting LIGHT for particular scrutiny,
we then explore three bias mitigation techniques,

one of which is wholly novel, and another which
is novel in its application to dialogue: (i) Coun-
terfactual Data Augmentation (CDA) (Hall Maud-
slay et al., 2019; Zmigrod et al., 2019), (ii) a tar-
geted data collection method, which we refer to as
Positive-Bias Data collection, and (iii) Bias Con-
trolled text generation. We show that these tech-
niques are most effective in combination, result-
ing in dialogue models that produce engaging re-
sponses with measurably less gender bias and of-
fensive content (see §5). Models and code are re-
leased at https://parl.ai/projects/genderation_
bias/.

2 Related Work

Recently, the NLP community has focused on ex-
ploring gender bias in NLP systems (Sun et al.,
2019), uncovering many gender disparities and
harmful biases in algorithms and text (Cao and
Daumé III 2020; Chang et al. 2019; Chang and
McKeown 2019; Costa-jussà 2019; Du et al. 2019;
Emami et al. 2019; Garimella et al. 2019; Gaut
et al. 2020; Habash et al. 2019; Hashempour 2019;
Hoyle et al. 2019; Lee et al. 2019a; Lepp 2019;
Qian 2019; Qian et al. 2019; Sharifirad et al. 2019;
Sharifirad and Matwin 2019; Stanovsky et al.
2019; O’Neil 2016; Blodgett et al. 2020; Nangia
et al. 2020). Particular attention has been paid
to uncovering, analyzing, and removing gender
biases in word embeddings (Basta et al., 2019;
Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019,
2018b; Bolukbasi et al., 2016). This word embed-
ding work has even extended to multilingual work
on gender-marking (Gonen et al., 2019; Williams

https://parl.ai/projects/genderation_bias/
https://parl.ai/projects/genderation_bias/
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et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Williams et al.,
2020). Despite these efforts, many methods for
debiasing embeddings have only succeeded in hid-
ing word embedding biases as opposed to remov-
ing them (Gonen and Goldberg, 2019)—making
gender debiasing still an open area of research.

Despite the relatively ample literature on gender
debiasing for word-level representations, very lit-
tle work has focused on sentence representations
(Liang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Sheng et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2019b). Until this point, most de-
biasing work on sentences mainly focus on mea-
suring bias (Lee et al., 2019b; Sheng et al., 2019).
Very few foreground the contribution of training
data to gender bias in model outputs. For example,
Kang et al. collect a corpus of text that is parallel
across multiple stylistic categories, one of which is
gender. Closer to our work, Liu et al. present a test
dataset for dialogue and find that models can pro-
duce less diverse dialogues when prompted with
sentences containing words describing individu-
als from underrepresented groups. Still, it differs
from our work in that the data was created by com-
bining templates and hand-created lists of word-
pairs, rather than using real dialogue data. Liu
et al. also proposes two methods for debiasing, one
of which we also employ (i.e., CDA), and the other
of which extends to sentences a word-embedding
post-processing method (Bolukbasi et al., 2016)
that has been shown to be ineffective at removing
gender bias (Gonen and Goldberg 2019, but see
Wang et al. 2020 for a more recent, perhaps more
effective attempt). Finally—and as a direct ex-
tension of this work—Dinan et al. (2020) decom-
poses gender bias along three semantic-pragmatic
dimensions, and show that train more fine-grained
classifiers allow for more accurate classification of
dataset gender biases. The novelty of the present
contribution lies in how we measure bias, and in
the joint application of our three gender debiasing
methods.

3 Measuring Bias

Before one can mitigate bias, one must first mea-
sure it. As a first pass, we measured the counts
of gendered words used (using a word list from
Zhao et al. 2018b), and the percent of those which
referred to male characters for six datasets (Ta-
ble 1). We count the number of male and fe-
male gendered words in the training sets of sev-
eral datasets (LIGHT, ConvAI2, Reddit, Wizard of

Wikipedia, Daily Dialog, Empathetic Dialogues,
and ConvAI2). We use this to calculate the per-
centage of gendered words out of all words, and
the % male bias, that is the percentage of male
gendered words among all gendered words in a
dialogue. We find that LIGHT is the most gen-
der imbalanced dataset among all datasets in this
table, with a % male bias of 73%, although others,
like Reddit, are close behind.

Since LIGHT was found to be the most gender
biased, we qualitatively examine it more closely,
and find many biased utterances present in the
training data. For example, the queen persona ad-
heres to negatively stereotyped gender roles when
uttering the line I spend my days doing embroi-
dery and having a talk with the ladies. Another
character admires a sultry wench with fire in her
eyes. We conclude from examples like this that
presenting crowdworkers with gender biased per-
sonas often leads them to create even more gender
biased dialogues (see Table 3): for example, a wife
persona contains the text I spend my days cooking
and cleaning so my husband will have something
to eat when he returns from his work..., and, in di-
alogue with a merchant, discusses only her clean-
ing duties. The merchant even derisively refers to
cleaning as the wife’s job. This could be an effect
of gender stereotype priming (Blair and Banaji,
1996; Steele and Ambady, 2006; Oswald, 2008;
Derks et al., 2011; Verhaeghen et al., 2011).

Given this, we wonder how much biased char-
acter names and personas themselves lead to
LIGHT dialogues being more biased than the oth-
ers. Thus, we focus on persona-based dialogue
text in particular for the remainder of the paper.
Dialogue research has found that, while incorpo-
rating personas increases engagingness and im-
proves consistency (Zhang et al., 2018; Shuster
et al., 2018; Mazaré et al., 2018; Olabiyi et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2016b), they can also crystallize
gender bias (Clark et al., 2019; Henderson et al.,
2018). Such bias propagates to subsequently gen-
erated conversations. Crowdworkers in particular
might imbue their annotations with their partic-
ular gender biases at every stage of dataset cre-
ation. For example, LIGHT (Urbanek et al., 2019)
was created by crowdworkers in stages: crowd-
workers were first assigned a character (with pre-
viously crowdsourced names such as “farmer” or
“witch”), as well as a previously crowdsourced
persona, or short textual description of the char-
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# Characters # Ref.
F M N All F M

LIGHT
Orig. Data 159 258 1460 1877 439 1238
Swap Persona 336 230 694 1260 1419 1030
New Charac. 151 120 1448 1719 357 275
Total 646 608 3602 4856 2215 2543

ConvAI2
Orig. Data 1109 1048 4214 6371 1283 1148

Table 4: Analysis of gender in LIGHT and Con-
vAI2: The LIGHT dataset is compared to similar novel
datasets obtained after either gender-swapping charac-
ter and personas or collecting wholly new ones. # Char-
acters refers to the counts of gendered characters and
# Ref. refers to counts of gendered references in per-
sonas. The original LIGHT dataset is skewed towards
male characters, while ConvAI2 contains both male
and female in a roughly equal proportions.

acter. Then, they were paired up, and tasked with
generating a dialogue as those characters.

To determine with more granularity precisely
how bias manifests in persona-based dialogue
datasets, we investigate the text for (i) characters
such as fisherman (Table 1), and (ii) personas such
as I love fishing (Table 2). We ask: (i) do crowd-
workers generate male and female characters at an
equal rate, (ii) do they imbue characters’ personas
with sexism or undesirable gender biases?

Bias in Number of Characters. We first deter-
mine whether crowdworkers create an equal num-
ber of male and female characters. To quantify
this, we asked annotators on Amazon Mechanical
Turk to label the gender of each character name
based on its persona description (choosing neutral
if the gender was not explicit). This annotation is
possible because many personas include text such
as I am a young woman.1 Since this measurement
requires personas, we consider the two persona-
based dialogue datasets in our sample: LIGHT and
ConvAI2 (Zhang et al., 2018). LIGHT is highly
gender imbalanced: there are over 1.6 times as
many male characters as female ones2. LIGHT is
also considerably less gender-balanced than Conv-
AI2, which has a nearly equal number of male and
female gendered personas (see Table 4).

1Note that our procedure doesn’t preclude annotators
from implicitly assuming genders for ungendered personas,
such as “doctor”, which may widen the gender gap.

2When we use “female” and “male”—rather than
“woman” and “man”—we want our reference to include char-
acters that are binarily gendered, but not necessarily human.

Bias in Personas. In addition to the stark under-
representation of female characters, the medieval
setting in LIGHT is likely to encourage crowd-
workers to generate dialogues accentuating his-
torical biases and inequalities of the time period
(Bowman, 2010; Garcia, 2017). We investigate
the number of references to men or women in the
text of personas, as another source of bias. Take
for example, a female persona that contains a gen-
dered reference such as I want to follow in my fa-
ther’s footsteps rather than in my mother’s. Al-
though using gendered relational nouns (Barker,
1992; Williams, 2018), such as father, doesn’t al-
ways signal sexism, if female characters are pre-
dominantly defined in reference to male charac-
ters, it becomes a problem. We count the appear-
ance of gendered words in personas using the list
compiled by Zhao et al. (2018b), and find that men
are disproportionately referred to in the personas:
there are nearly 3x as many mentions of men than
women, which suggests that a large number of
characters are defined by their relationships to men
(see Table 2 for examples, and Table 4 for counts).

Gender bias and sexism are clearly present in
many dialogue datasets (Henderson et al., 2018),
but finding a clear way to define these terms (and
others that categorize unsafe text), let alone mea-
sure their effects at scale, is very challenging. For
example, the persona for the character girl con-
tains the line I regularly clean and cook dinner
(see Table 2 for more examples), which strikes us
as stereotypical and sexist, but it might not be no-
ticed by others. In this paper, we rely on each
annotator’s own, subjective, definition(s) of the
term but aggregate multiple opinions. Three naı̈ve
annotators examined each persona for unsafe con-
tent. If annotators detected content was ‘offensive’
or ‘maybe offensive’, they were asked to select one
of four categories—racist, sexist, classist, other—
and to provide a reason for their response. Just
over 2% of personas were flagged by at least one
annotator, and these personas and their resulting
dialogues were removed.

4 Mitigating Bias in Generative Dialogue

In this section, we present a general frame-
work for mitigating bias in generative dialogue.
More specifically, we explore data augmentation
and other algorithmic methods to mitigate bias
in generative Transformer models. We (i) ex-
tend counterfactual data augmentation to dialogue
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Figure 1: We compare the performance of various bias mitigation methods: Counterfactual Data Augmentation
(CDA), Positive-Bias Data Collection (Pos. Data), Bias Control Model (Bias Ctrl), and combining these methods
(ALL). We split test set across the four genderedness bins: F0/+M0/+. X0 indicates there are no X-gendered words
in the gold response, while X+ indicates that there is at least one. We measure the percent of gendered words
generated in the dialogue (% gend. words) and the percent of male bias (% male bias), i.e. the percent of male-
gendered words out of all generated gendered words. While each of these methods yield some improvement,
combining them yields the best control over the genderedness of the utterances while improving the F1-score. The
orange outline represents the best performing model. For % Gendered words, lower is better. For % Male Bias,
closer to 50 is better. For F1 Score, higher is better.

(Hall Maudslay et al., 2019; Zmigrod et al., 2019)
following (Liu et al., 2019), (ii) perform positive
data collection by augmenting the existing dataset
via targeted data collection with crowdworkers,
and lastly, (iii) apply controllable generation tech-
niques to gender bias to control how many male
and female gendered words models produce.

4.1 Counterfactual Data Augmentation

A straightforward solution for gender bias in em-
beddings is Counterfactual Data Augmentation
(CDA) (Hall Maudslay et al., 2019; Zmigrod et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2019). CDA swaps, say, all in-
stances of grandmother with grandfather, she with
he, etc. We apply this word-based augmentation
to dialogue by first copying every dialogue, then
swapping all gendered words with their counter-
part from the paired list in Zhao et al. (2018b).
The augmentation is limited to words on the list,
and the swapping is performed automatically. The
model is then retrained on the augmented data.
While CDA is somewhat effective strategy for mit-
igating bias in word embeddings, this method has
several pitfalls: it may result in ungrammatical
sentences, and it relies on existing (and perhaps
incomplete) lists to determine and swap gender.

4.2 Positive-Bias Data Collection

To resolve the issues with CDA, we use humans to
collect additional dialogue data via a two-pronged

Positive-Bias Data Collection (Pos. Data) strat-
egy. We first collect additional personas by having
humans (i) manually swap the gender of the char-
acter name and all gendered references in the char-
acter’s persona text (rather than relying on brit-
tle word lists) and (ii) write additional, diversified
personas. We then use these personas to seed the
collection of additional, positively biased dialogue
data, which we refer to as Pos. Data throughout.

New Characters & Personas. When a dataset
contains more male characters and references to
male characters than it contains female characters
and references to female characters (see Table 4),
we balance existing characters and personas with
gender swapping. For every gendered character-
persona pairing, annotators create a new opposite-
gendered character-persona pairing for which ani-
mate nouns or pronouns are changed, but the rest
of the persona remains unchanged. For example,
for every persona describing a male character like
a king, annotators will create a new one describ-
ing a female character like a queen. Annotators
are instructed to swap the gender(s) of other ani-
mate references in the text (e.g., if an original per-
sona describes a woman in relation to her father,
the new male persona will describe a man in re-
lation to his mother). This method ensures that
the created sentences will be grammatical, unlike
heuristic data augmentation.
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However, simply balancing references to men
and women is insufficient, as female characters
might be specifically described in sexist ways (see
§3). As detecting sexism is challenging (also see
§3), we take our qualitative analysis to be suffi-
cient motivation, and moved to further offset the
bias by collecting a new set of interesting and in-
dependent female characters. We primed work-
ers by showing examples of gender underspecified
character names like adventurer with personas like
I am a woman passionate about exploring a world
I have not yet seen. I embark on ambitious adven-
tures. We also provided crowdworkers with addi-
tional instruction to encourage them to create di-
verse characters: We’re looking for strong and di-
verse descriptions. Avoid descriptions that could
be considered hateful, offensive, or stereotypical.
Even with explicit instruction, annotators created
3 times as many male characters as female char-
acters, revealing the stubbornness of the inherent
gender biases of the available crowdworker pool.
We ultimately exclude all male-gendered personas
created in this fashion from the new dataset, as in-
cluding them would worsen the gender balance of
the dataset. Our new dataset is approximately bal-
anced then in the number of male or female char-
acters and in the number of references to male or
female characters (see Table 4). In total, we add
2,629 new characters and release the data for op-
tional inclusion in the LIGHT dataset.

New Dialogues. After gender-balancing the per-
sonas, we moved on to using the gender-balanced
personas to crowdsource additional, hopefully
gender-balanced, dialogues. We selected more
female-gendered characters for new dialogue col-
lection, and explicitly instructed annotators to be
mindful of gender bias. In particular, we en-
couraged them to assume equality—social, eco-
nomic, political, or otherwise—between genders
(Note: this is uniquely possible with a dataset
like LIGHT, which is situated in a fully fictional
world). We collected a total of 507 new dialogues
containing 6,658 utterances (approximately 6% of
the original dataset size). We refer to this addi-
tional dialogue data as Pos. Data.

4.3 Bias Controlled Training

Gender bias in dialogue can take the form of im-
balanced use of gendered words. To create dia-
logue models that can generate an equal number
of gendered words, we control model output with

F0M0 F0M+ F+M0 F+M+

% of test set 60.65 27.21 7.61 4.63

Table 5: Percentage of dialogue examples in each
of the four genderedness bins —F0/+M0/+— for the
LIGHT dialogue data test set.

Bias Control (Bias Ctrl) via conditional training.
Previous conditional training models learn to asso-
ciate specific control tokens with some desired text
properties (Kikuchi et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2018a;
Oraby et al., 2018; See et al., 2019), but have not
been applied to address bias issues.

We apply conditional training techniques to
control gender bias in generative dialogue by
learning to associate control tokens with proper-
ties of gender bias. Any general function that takes
as input a dialogue utterance and outputs a con-
tinuous or discrete value that provides informa-
tion about gender bias could be used as a control
variable. In our case, prior to training, each dia-
logue response is binned into one of four bins—
F0/+M0/+ —where X0 indicates that there are zero
X-gendered words in the response. X+ indicates
the presence of one or more X-gendered word.
The percentage of test set examples that fall into
each bin is in Table 5. Nouns and adjectives are
binned into gendered bins via an aggregation of
existing gendered word lists (Zhao et al., 2018b,a;
Hoyle et al., 2019). Note that other functions
could be used as well, such as a bias classifier (Di-
nan et al., 2020).

We append a special token to the input that in-
dicates which bin the response falls into. During
Bias Ctrl training, the model should learn to as-
sociate the special token with the genderedness of
the dialogue response, such that at inference time,
we could append different special tokens to con-
trol the genderedness of the model output. For ex-
ample, a model trained with multiple gender con-
trol bins could be set to the gender neutral (in this
case, F0M0) setting at inference time, to produce a
response containing few (or no) gendered words.

4.4 Implementation Details

Following Urbanek et al. (2019), we fine-tune a
large, pre-trained Transformer encoder-decoder on
the dialogues in the LIGHT dataset for all genera-
tion experiments. Following Humeau et al. (2019),
we pre-trained on Reddit conversations extracted
and obtained by a third party, and made avail-
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Figure 2: Performance of the ALL debiasing model controlled by indicating specific bins for all examples at test
time. We report results for each possible conditioning bin choice. Across bins (at the top of graphs), the model
maintains performance as measured by F1 whilst radically changing the genderedness of the language generated.

able on pushshift.io. During pre-training, models
learned to generate a comment conditioned on the
preceding conversation thread. All comments that
contained URLs or were shorter than 5 characters
long were removed, along with child comments,
resulting in approximately 2.2 billion training ex-
amples. Similarly during fine-tuning, models were
conditioned on the full preceding dialogue history.
All models are 8-layer encoders, 8-layer decoders,
with 512 dimensional embeddings and 16 atten-
tion heads based on the ParlAI transformer imple-
mentation (Miller et al., 2017). We decode with a
beam search size of 5.

5 Results

We train five Transformer models: one baseline
trained only on original LIGHT without any mit-
igation techniques, one Transformer for each of
our three methods (see §4.1 for CDA, §4.2 for
Positive-Bias Data Collection, and §4.3 for Bias
Control), and a final one combining all three meth-
ods (ALL) that achieves the best results.

Bias is Amplified in Generation. Figure 1 com-
pares the performance of the various techniques.
We compare our methods to the gold labels from
the test set and to the baseline. To do this, we
divide the test set into four genderedness bins
(as defined in §4.3)—F0M0, F0M+, F+M0, and
F+M+—and calculate: (i) the F1 word overlap
with the gold response, (ii) the percentage of gen-
dered words generated (% gend. words), and (iii)
the percentage of male-gendered words generated
(relative to the sum total of gendered words gen-
erated by the model). We find that Transformer

models not only reflect dataset biases, but also
they amplify them. When the model produces gen-
dered words, it generates male-gendered words the
vast majority of the time. Even when the gold la-
bel only contains female-gendered words (F+M0),
it still generates male-gendered words nearly 78%
of the time.

Comparing Debiasing Methods As shown in
Figure 1, each method improves on the metrics—
% gendered words, % male bias, and F1—over the
baseline Transformer, but we find that combining
all methods (ALL) is most advantageous. While
ALL has more data than CDA and Bias Ctrl, more
data alone is not enough—the Positive-Bias Data
Collection model does not achieve as strong re-
sults as ALL despite also having more data. Both
the Bias Ctrl and ALL models benefit from know-
ing the data split (F0M0, for example), and both
yield a gender ratio closest to ground truth.

Bias Controlled Training Controls Gendered
Words. Our Bias Ctrl method can control the
number of gendered words in generated dialogues
(Figure 2). We examine the effect of Bias Ctrl by
generating responses conditioning the ALL model
on each bin. We observe that changing the bin rad-
ically changes the genderedness of generated text
with only small differences in overall F1, which
shows that the Bias Ctrl method is efficacious.

Examples of generated text from both the base-
line and the ALL model are shown in Table 6.
Further examples are provided in the Appendix
in Table 12. The baseline model generates male-
gendered words when the gold response con-
tains no gendered words or only female-gendered

pushshift.io
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Generation Examples

Bin F0M0

Context [P1:] I don’t remember anything I was hoping
you could find out.
[P2:] Your form is very hazy. Do you remem-
ber if you are a man or woman?

Baseline: i am not a man. i am a man of the forest.
ALL: no, i don’t remember.
Gold: I don’t know what’s wrong with me!

Bin F+M0

Context [P1:] I do not believe my eyes, for an angel is
upon me! Angel, please tell me your name.
[P2:] My name is Abigail!

Baseline: my name is abigail. i am the king of this
kingdom.

ALL: i am the queen’s daughter!
Gold: Abigail! Such a beautiful name. To what do I

owe the pleasure of meeting you?

Table 6: Example generations from the baseline
model and the proposed debiased models. Ground truth
(‘Gold’) either contains no gendered words or only
female-gendered words, but the baseline model still
generates male-gendered words.

Gold Labels Baseline ALL

% Offensive 13.0 14.25 10.37

Table 7: Offensive language classification of model
responses on the LIGHT dialogue test set. The
ALL model generates a lower percentage of offensive
utterances.

words, even generating unlikely sequences such as
my name is abigail. i am the king of this king-
dom. For various methods, we compute the top
20 words generated on the test set (after removing
stop words), shown in Appendix Table 8. We de-
note gendered nouns using an asterisk. Among the
top 20 words generated by the baseline, there are
only two gendered nouns—knight and king—both
male-gendered. The ALL model generates similar
words, but also features queen in its top 20, an-
other indication that gender is more balanced.

5.1 Safety of Generated Text

To further evaluate our techniques, we investigate
whether the ALL model generates fewer offen-
sive utterances than (i) the baseline, and (ii) the
human-generated gold labels. Our bias mitigation
techniques have the ancillary benefit of producing
models that generate proportionately fewer offen-
sive utterances; see Table 7 for results.

We use a Transformer-based dialogue safety
classifier to classify model-generated utterances

as offensive or safe following Liu et al. (2019).
The classifier was fine-tuned on an offensive lan-
guage classification task (Dinan et al., 2019),
and achieves state-of-the-art results. We apply
this classifier to each utterance generated by the
ALL model and baseline models on the test set, in
addition to the gold (human generated) labels from
the test set. The dialogue safety classifier rates our
proposed ALL model as less offensive than both
the baseline model and the ground truth (gold) la-
bels, which argues in favor of the efficacy of our
debiasing methods.

5.2 Human Evaluation: Bias and Quality

We compare the quality of our debiasing meth-
ods using human evaluation. One might hy-
pothesize that some gender debiasing methods
work by replacing contentful words (e.g., witch)
with bleached or uninteresting ones (e.g., person,
thing), effectively trading off gender bias with en-
gagingness. Generative models in particular are
well-known to produce generic text (Li et al.,
2016a; Fan et al., 2018b), which is often less en-
gaging. Overreliance on generic text might in-
crease the chances of biases such as androcen-
trism, or the propensity of societies to consider
men central but women peripheral (Bem, 1993;
Bailey et al., 2020); in language, male-gendered
words often act as a gender-neutral standard (Bai-
ley et al., 2019), as in Neil Armstrong’s 1969
quote “one small step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind”. We use the dialogue evaluation system
Acute-Eval (Li et al., 2019) to ask evaluators to
compare pairs of conversations from models and
decide which model generates (i) more biased dia-
logues and (ii) more engaging dialogues. We col-
lect 100 model conversations with crowdworkers
per method. Then, we compare conversations be-
tween a human and the baseline model to con-
versations between a human and the ALL model
with all generations set to the F0M0 gender-neutral
control bin. We found that asking for predictions
of speaker gender was more effective than asking
about sexism directly.

As shown in Figure 3, predicting the gender ac-
curately of ALL model generations is more chal-
lenging (significant at p < 0.01 with a t-test), but
the responses are just as engaging according to hu-
man evaluators. We conclude our proposed meth-
ods are able to help mitigate gender bias without
degrading dialogue quality.
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Figure 3: Human Evaluation of ALL model (F0M0)
compared to baseline Transformer generative model.
Evaluators choose which model output they prefer
for dialogue engagingness and difficulty of predicting
speaker gender. The ALL model produces less gen-
dered text while engagingness is not affected.

6 Conclusion

We analyze gender bias in dialogue data and re-
sulting model generations for models trained on
dialogue data. We propose general purpose tech-
niques for reducing gender bias in generated text.
The methods described in this paper combine data
augmentation, positive-bias data collection, and
bias controlled training. We note that our results
show that data collection techniques help mitigate
issues, so when it is possible, bias should be con-
sidered at the earliest stages of a project. Newly
collected or constructed datasets should consider
how to carefully craft the collection to mitigate
bias issues from the very start. When this is not
possible, however, such as in the case of using
real-world data or a dataset that already exists,
the techniques presented in this paper are shown
to be effective at reducing gender bias. They
are especially effective when combined, produc-
ing less gendered, more balanced, safer utterances
that maintain the engagingness of the dialogue.
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A Appendix

A.1 Discussion of Generation Quality
Generality of Gendered Words. The gendered
word lists used may not be comprehensive (Zhao
et al., 2018a,b; Hoyle et al., 2019). For example,
they do not include hag or wench, which are com-
mon in LIGHT. Further, a more continuous repre-
sentation of gender should be used in the future.

More Fine-Grained Control. We present an ef-
fective method to control the quantity of gen-
dered words generated by manipulating control
bins. This technique is general and could be used
to control other properties of generated utterances.
For example, a sexism or bias classifier could be
used instead of the gendered word list.

Quality of Generated Dialogue. Generative di-
alogue models are prone to overuse frequent words
and produce generic utterances, the so-called I
don’t know problem (Li et al., 2016a). We also
observe these effects which can affect bias.

Model Top 20 generated words

Baseline sorry, hear, not, what, glad, doing, don, king*,
thank, sure, will, your, can, much, do, know,
but, knight*, blacksmith, going

ALL sorry, hear, sure, not, what, help, doing, your,
course, trying, glad, thank, queen*, don, good,
king*, but, yes, know, sir*

ALL F0M0 sorry, hear, sure, what, not, doing, glad, thank,
your, yes, course, but, don, do, know, help,
have, enjoying, fool, much

ALL F0M+ sorry, hear, help, trying, sure, good, king*, sir*,
not, your, day, course, father*, he*, don, thank,
happy, guard*, glad, have

ALL F+M0 sorry, hear, queen*, sure, miss*, not, your,
thank, how, hello, today, guard*, she*, yes,
course, kind, woman*, help, glad, what

ALL F+M+ sorry, queen*, hear, guard*, help, trying, your,
sure, good, course, day, knight*, not, protect,
yes, friend, king*, woman*, she*, thank

Table 8: Genderedness bins control the gendered-
ness of generated text. The top 20 words (test set)
with stop words removed. * indicates gendered nouns.
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Data Split: F0M0 F0M+ F+M0 F+M+ All

% gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 F1
Model words bias score words bias score words bias score words bias score score

Gold Lbl 0 0 - 4.11 100 - 4.03 0 - 6.67 50.71 - -
Baseline 2.37 88.39 11.24 3.66 90.26 11.77 2.44 77.99 11.54 3.05 80.05 11.43 11.42
ConvAI2 FT 0.79 71.09 7.78 1.1 78.31 7.94 1.35 51.6 8.75 1.97 67.23 8.99 7.95
Reddit Base 2.18 73.68 9.93 3.03 81.78 11.54 2.81 52.99 10.99 3.94 63.16 12.61 10.57

CDA 0.88 71.03 11.63 1.38 68.57 11.7 1.2 56.18 11.43 1.17 58.01 11.12 11.62
Pos. Data 2.76 82.44 10.46 3.68 86.43 10.07 4.59 72.1 10.07 4.43 86.5 9.88 10.44
Bias Ctrl 0.14 68.75 10.72 5.83 98.08 13.01 4.8 2.69 10.84 4.05 45.86 11.35 11.38
ALL 0.14 64.19 11.72 6.59 97.94 12.77 5.84 7.13 11.28 8.81 50.94 12.22 11.99

Table 9: We compare the performance of various bias mitigation methods—Counterfactual Data Augmentation
(CDA), Positive-Bias Data Collection (Pos. Data), Bias Control Model (Bias Ctrl), and combining these methods
(ALL)—on the test set, splitting the test set across the four genderedness bins: F0/+M0/+. X0 indicates there are no
X-gendered words in the gold response, while X+ indicates that there is at least one. We measure the percent of
gendered words in the generated utterances (% gend. words) and the percent of male bias (% male bias), i.e. the
percent of male-gendered words among all gendered words generated. While each of these methods yield some
improvement, combining all of these methods in one yields the best control over the genderedness of the utterances
while improving the F1-score.

Data Split: F0M0 F0M+ F+M0 F+M+ All

% gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 % gend. % male F1 F1
Model words bias score words bias score words bias score words bias score score

Gold Lbl 0 0 - 4.11 100 - 4.03 0 - 6.67 50.71 - -
Baseline 2.37 88.39 11.24 3.66 90.26 11.77 2.44 77.99 11.54 3.05 80.05 11.43 11.42

ALL F0M0 0.14 64.19 11.72 0.24 80.11 11.51 0.22 25.0 11.63 0.23 81.58 10.72 11.61
ALL F0M+ 6.47 97.97 9.58 6.59 97.94 12.77 7.22 96.33 10.0 6.27 97.52 12.21 10.6
ALL F+M0 4.77 11.66 10.27 5.12 15.84 10.94 5.84 7.13 11.28 5.03 13.64 11.23 10.57
ALL F+M+ 9.53 53.34 8.89 9.6 55.35 11.19 9.42 48.65 10.5 8.81 50.94 12.22 9.79

Table 10: Performance of the ALL debiasing model controlled by indicating specific bins for all examples at test
time. We report results for each possible conditioning bin choice. Across bins, the model maintains performance
(F1) whilst radically changing the genderedness of the language generated.

Persona Example (Original LIGHT Dataset)

son: I am spoiled and rich. I enjoy running in the castle. I like hide and seek.

men: I am an average man in the village. I do what ever work that my King requires me to do. At night, I spend
my time in the local pub with my fellow men.

farmer Bob: I was born in a poor village. I eat what we grow. I love being close to the earth.

father: I am a role model for my children. I provide for the family with meat and I keep a roof over their heads. I
am stability to the family, and keep things together and provide safety to my children.

husband: I try to be good to my wife. I want to provide for my family. I try to be strong.

Table 11: Examples of male gender biased personas written for gendered characters in the LIGHT dataset.
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Generation Examples

Bin F0M+

Context [P1:] Yes, we must get started but while we paint, it would not do any harm to keep an eye out
for passages and secrets.
[P2:] Great!
[P1:] I will start on this side if you like. I will start taping the area for us.
[P2:] Ok, I have this area covered. You do this with a level of enviable professionalism.

Baseline: thank you so much for your kind words.
ALL: thank you, sir.
Gold: I am just a worker with lots of patience. But come here and see, I believe I may have found

something.

Bin F0M+

Context [P1:] Just calm down you mad fellow.
[P2:] I am going to slit your throat, nobody attacks me

Baseline: i will kill you first.
ALL: i’m just trying to protect the king.
Gold: You too violent. Lets call a truce

Bin F+M0

Context [P1:] you killed my mother and you are about to marry this woman to replace her
[P2:] This is your new mother and you must respect her!

Baseline: i am sorry father
ALL: i am sorry mother
Gold: Hey lady, how are you doing.

Bin F+M0

Context [P1:] I think that fear mixes with making any person brave. There are some that are braver
[P2:] I heard that ”fear is the mind killer”. Thank you for keeping us safe.
[P1:] If you do not have fear inside you, you will do something foolish trying to be brave.
[P2:] You are my hero!

Baseline: you are a brave man!
ALL: you are a brave woman!
Gold: You are sweet!

Table 12: Additional example generations from the baseline model and the proposed debiased models. We show
examples for conditioning on both the F+M0 and F+M0 bins.


